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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how trans-
formation can be wsed to derive a high integrity imple-
mentation of a train controller from an algorithmic
specification. The paper begins with a general discus-
sion of high consequence systems (e.g., software sys-
tems) and describes how rewrite-based transformation
systems can be used in the development of such sys-
tems. We then discuss how such transformations can
be used to derive a high assurance wntroller for the
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system from an al-
gorithmic specification.

1 Transformation and High In-
tegrity Software Development

When developing systems, software-based or other-
wise, for high consequence applications, it is crucial
to provide sufficiently convincing evidence that the
behavior of the system will not lead to a high con-
sequence failure. In fact, one can argue that it is this
need to be able to provide strong evidence regarding
a system’s behavior prior to its actual operation, that
distinguishes high integri~ (software) system develop-
ment from other forms of system engineering.

h this paper, we =sume that a correct specifica-
tion, So, of the system to be developed exists. Such
a specification will, by definition, disallow behaviors
that lead the system into high consequence failure
states. Given these assumptions, the objective in high
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integri~ software development then is to (1) use SO as

the basis for developing an implementation, &, and
(~) pro~de strong evidence that the implementation

S. satisfies So. As one might guess, the real difEcuR.y
lies in addressing the second point mentioned in the
previous sentence.

Methods for providing e’.idence that an imple-
mentation satisfies a specifica~ion have been broadly
classified as belonging either to Validation or Veriil-
cation. Validation methods generally provide prob-
abilistic evidence of a system-s correctness, ~hich is
often described in terms of reliability. For example.
one can validate that a system responds correctly to
an input test set. In contrasz. verification methods
make statements covering the entire input space. So
the verification that a system’s behavior possesses a
property, P, corresponds to e.shaustive testing of the
systems input space.

As the input space of a system increases, vali-
dation methods are faced with significant problems.
These problems are compounded when the level of
probabilistic evidence, that a system operates cor-
rectly, approaches LO (i.e., the likelihood of a failure
approaches 0.0).

High consequence sysrems generally require
strong evidence of correctness and often have large
input spaces. This makes them resistant to validation
methods. Over the years, corr.-incing are-ents have
been made that, in the high consequence reahn, one
generally cannot provide sufficient evidence about the
intrinsic behavior of a system and must therefore rely
on providing convincing evideace based on an analysis
of a predictive model of the system [1][2][S]. Further-
more, it is also widely accepted that testing (model-
based or otherwise) alone will not be sufficient to pre
vide the level of assurance required. Thus, other anal-
ysis techniques, such as formal veriikation, must be
brought to bear in order to pro~ide a sufficient level of
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assurance that the system will not experience a failure.

l.l Verification

In a formal framework, the notion of an implementa-
tion satisfying a specification is defined as a relation
denoted by ~. The expression So G S. asserts that
$. satisfies So. Showing tha$-So g S. holds is more
commonly referred to as program verification, formal
verification, or simply verification. In theory, veriii-
cation works. In practice however, the calculations
needed to directly show that the relation SO G S~
holds are most often overwhehning. Informally, the
difEculties encountered here resuh from the fact that
a large part of the verification process is concerned
with implementation details and how they interact to
solve the desired problem.

Due to the difficulties encountered in directly ver-
ifying that a program satisfies a formal specification,
a paradigm for obtaining programs from formal spec-
ifications is being explored in which the gap between
formal specifications and programs is bridged through
a sequence of small “steps;; or changes. These steps
are traditionally called transformations, and their ag-
gregation is ca~ed a transfo~ation sequence.

Through a transformation sequence one can trans-
form a specification into an implementation via a se-
quence of transformations. The objective here is to
construct a transformation sequence that (1) is capa-
ble of producing an implememation, and (2) Wime
correctness can be proved. The transformation pro-
cess yiekb a number of intermediate representations
of So. More specifically, if n transformation steps
are performed then we will have the representations:
So, S1,,S2..., Sn. Given two representations Si and Sj

in this sequence, it will generally be the case that-when
i < j, Si -will be a representation that ‘:looks” a Iit-
tle more like the initial specification, So, while Sj will
be a representation that “looks” a little more like the
final implementation, S..

Empirical evidence suggests that transformations
which produce small changes are generally easier to
prove correct, than transformations producing large
changes. Intuitively, the motivation for having small
changes is that as S; and Si+l become increasingly
similar to one another, Si ~ Si+l should become easier
to prove.1

And finally, since E is transitive, we can calculate
So L S. by showing that

Vi:O<i<n+Si_~~Si

1Comider the case in the limit where we want to show that

Si ~ S~.

holds. In this case, -we say that the transformation
sequence So + S1 + S2 + ... + Sn is correctness
preserving.

Under the right circumstances and with carefid
planning, calculating that a transformation sequence
is correctness preserving is si.@flcantly easier (to the
point of being practical) than a direct calculation of
So z S.. Thus, when handled properly, the approach
ro program verification offered by transformation can
make a substantial contribution towards the construc-
tion of high assurance software. For a nontrivial EX-
ample demonstrating the beneik of a transformation-
based approach to software construction see [9].

2 Background

Retilte systems, which form the underpinnings of
transformation systems, provide an wcellenu frame-
work for transforming (or remiring) objects. be they
strings without variables: esTressions (terms) with
\ariables, trees, ~~aphs or picwres. .+ language Z
of objects must be specified. and a rewrir.e relation
among objects is defined. It is worth mentioning that
the lanO~age of objects as we!l as the rewrite rela-
tion can be infinite. However. such a rewrire relation
can often be compactly specified using a fi.dire set of
re-mite (transformation) rules. Given a rewrite rule
/ - r, the rewrite relation - induced by ic must be de-
-tied: i.e., the objects that the rewrite rule can trans-
form must be defined as well as the result of rewriting
must be precisely given.

The relation -+ is typically defined .asfollows:
.

● for every uniform subszirurion o of wriables in
1:r, < a(l), o(r) > is in — (stability property).
and

● given ~ object o that has an occurrence of z a~
position p (written as o? = 1, <0.0’>, where
o’ = ok + r], the object o“Dmined by replacing 1
at position p by r, is also in +. .

The rewrite relation induced by a system of
rewrite rules is j@t the union of the rewrire relation
induced by each rewrite rule in the system.

If the rewrite rules are derived from equations
(i.e., 14 r is made from the equation 1 = r by using
some measure determiningg which side is more com-
pkx), then an equational theory E (which is also a
binary relation) can be associated with the equations
corresponding to the rewrite rules. Typically, E is the
reflexive, symmetric and trzmsitive closure of + cor-
responding to the rewrite rules obtained from E.



The connection between equational theories and
rewrite systems is important, because rewrite systems
have been found useful in doing equational reasoning
and proofl of new equations from the original set of
equations. The challenge in this case is to construct
horn +, another rewrite relation+. such that (i) E is
the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of +C,
and (ii) -+C is canonical, i.e., terfiat~g and COfiU-
ent. If +C can be constructed, it becomes possible to
determine whether an equations= t logically follows
from a given set of equations {L = Till S i S n}, i.e.,
<s, t> c E by just computing the canonical forms ofs
md t using +C, and checking whether these c~ofical
forms are identical. The equations = t indeed follows
horn E if and only if their canonical forms with respect
to +. are identical. For certain classes of equational
theories, the relation += can often be generated from
_ using completion procedures.

It should be noted that the generation of the re-
lation +. from + is done based on sound inference
rules. Thus, from the computation of canonical forms
ofs and t and the generation of -+C from + which in
turn is generated from equations in E, a proof ofs = t

from the original equation set {1~= Till s i s n} can
be generated.

In the context of high imegrity software devel-
opment, the framework described above is attractive
because (1) the correctness (i.e., the equivalence be-
kveen the left and right hand sides of a rewrite) of
rewrites can be determined in isolation, (2) rewriting
is an incremental process, and (3) the potential exists
for substantial automated assistance.

Roughly speaking, given a set of transformations
72, if s is a specification, and t is an implementa-
tion, then the calculations which show that s rewrites
to (transforms to) t using 7? corresponds to a veri-
fication that t correctly implements s, insofar as ev-
ery transformation has been proved to be correctness-
preserving.

2.1 lllansformation

A syntax-baaed (program) transformation system can
be viewed as a rewrite system where the relation upon
which the revmite system is built is Tejinement which
is denoted by ~ 2. The expression s ~ t asserts that
s is rejined by t,or t is correct with respect to s.

From the perspective of rewriting, in an auto-
mated transformation framework, deriving an imple-
mentation, Sn, horn a specification, So, proceeds in

2The symbol ~ denotesrejinemen$ whkh is the mathemat-

ical definition of correctness.

five steps:

1.

‘2-.

3.

4.

5.

An initial refinement relation, -G, is defied that
is based on general refinement knowledge com-
bmed with basic (fundamental) problem domain
knowledge. Generally, -z can be (re)used as
the initial relation for all problems belonging to
the problem domain.

A domain theory, D, is consn-ucted reflecting spe-
cialized domain knowledge and problem specific
knowledge such as optimizacions.

Using the knowledge from 1 and 2, a problem
speciiic refinement relation. +n, is desia-ed.

This relation, +Z, is then realized in the form of
a transformation program. T.

T is applied to So yielding S. as its result. The
program S. is the “most retied object that can
be obtained from SO using —R.

k this approach, if all of tie transformations in
-n have been proved to be correctness preserving
(i.e., they really are refinemems) then, by the tran-
sitivity of L: it follows that So z S~. Under the as-
sumption that T is executed correcdy. simply proving
the correctness of the individual transformations in T
is sufficient. However, if this assumption is not made.
then a correctness proof would also include a trace of
the intermediate forms produced during the applica-
tion of ‘T to So, as well as a correspondence between
intermediate forms: Si+l, and xhich transformation,
in ‘T, was applied to Si in order co obtain Si+l.

It should be noted that initially, considerable ef-
fort may be required to construct -n. From an eco-
nomic standpoint, this approach to software develop-
ment becomes attractive when a reilnement theory, D,
is defied for a problem domain for which many prob-
lems need to be solved. If this is the case, much of -R
can be reused and the cost of irs development can be
amortized over the problem space. .

2.1.1 Distinctions between Rewriting and
Transformation

The major difference bebween a general rewriting sys-
tem and a transformation system is that a transforma-
tion system is typically not coniiuent. In fact, it is not
easy to generate an equivalent confluent system from a
given transformation system @ng heuristics and tech-
niques such as completion procedures. It is even un-
clear whether a confluent system is likely to be useful.
This means that the order in which transformations
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are applied can be crucial. Also, the main objective is
to tra~fo~ a program, which is a ground object for
a transformation system, i.e., an object without any
variables. It is thus the normalization, that is crucial
for this application.

Because of the lack of confluence of transforma-
tional systems, extensive control must be given to the
user regarding the application of refinements. Histor-
ically, two approaches have been taken to address this
problem. h the fist approach, the application of re-
finements is controlled manually by the user. In this
approach mechanisms must be provided for (1) select-
ing subobjects to be refined (i.e., rewritten through
substitutions based on refinements), and (2) selecting
the refinement to be applied.

A key objection to manual control is that the num-
ber of refinements that can be applied is directly lim-
ited by human endurance. Thus, in this framework,
refinement steps tend to become more ambitious which
generally makes them more diflicult to verify and often
makes their reuse problematic.

Another approach to dealing with the control is-
sue is to develop a transformation control language in
which intricate transformation sequences can be ex-
pressed. Transformation programs can then be writ-
ten and their application can be performed automati-
cally. In this approach, the application of refinements
is not limited by human endurance and it is relatively
commonplace for a transformation program to apply
104 refinements while considering 106 potential appli-
cation points. These numbers are worth mentioning
because of the emiprical evidence linking the size of
a transformational step to its provability. That is,
smaller transformational steps are generally easier to
prove than larger transformational steps. In general:
it is also the case that as the size of a transformational
step goes down, the number of transformational steps
need (to achieve the same objective) goes up. Para-
phrasing then, if we want to prove the correctness of
our transformation steps, we will have to apply a lot
of them in order to derive an implementation.

2.2 Formal ‘llansformation

One way to view formal program transformation is as
follows:

.L— a wide spectrum language whose syntax is
described by a context-free grammar, and -whose
language constructs are monotonic with respect
to the relation G. In this context, language
elements (i.e., specifications and programs) are

●

3

syntax derivation trees (SDT’S) rather than flat
strings.

-% — a set of refinements having the form: tl
+ tzifapplication-condition. An actual applica-
tion of such a rehement to an SDT z proceeds
as follows: (1) a substitution o resulting from the
match of z with tl and the evaluation of applica-
tion_condition is produced, and (2) the resultant
(output) SDT is obtained by applying a to t2.
In addition, reflexivity and transitivity are also
properties that are possessed by

An Overview of HATS

HATS is a transformation system that hss been de-
veloped within the High Integrity Software (HIS)
program at Sandia National Laboratories. It

is freely available an can be downloaded from
http://wuno.sandia.gov/ast/dounloads. html.

In HATS, program transformation takes place in
a wide-spectrum lanoguage, Z. that is defined by a
conted-free ~gammar and corresponding laxer. An
eIement of .C (e.g.: a specification) to which transfor-
mations are to be applied is abstractly referred to as
a source progTam: and is represented in terms of irs
syntrm derivation tree (SDT). It is these sDT’s that
are manipulated through transformation.

To enable the automated application of transfor-
mations: HATS provides a special purpose language$
called the tTansjormation language. This lana~age
contains both functional and imperative constructs
and provides a rich environment for describing trans-
formation sequences and controlling the application of
transformations.

One distine@hing feature of this language is that
transformations are functions chat are pararneterized
on SDT’S. In turn, this requires that unification be
an explicit operation, which in ihe HATS transforma-
tion language is denoted by j=;. For example, if S1
and S2 denote two schemas or ~emplates, then the e-x-
pression S1 1=1 S2 is a unification expression whose
wdue is true if S1 and S2 @ and false otherwise. In
program transformation, a special case of unification,
called matching, is generally weed. The distinction be-
tween a match and a unification is that a match is a
um.Wicationwhere one expression (e.g., term) is ground
(i.e., has no variables). Wile HATS does support
unification, the transformation of programs generally
only involves matches.

Another distinguishing feature of the transforma-
tion language is that, with respect to a given applica-

.
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tion point, whether or not a transformation applies is
determined by the evaluation of a boolean expression
consisting unification expr&sions joined by boolean
operators. And finally, the ~aments to the unifica-
tion operator can be calls to other transform functions,
including recursive calls. More detailed discussions of
HATS can be found in [12].

3.1 Applications

To date HATS has been used to implement:

●

●

●

●

●

●

4

h optimizer for a specific class of reactive sys-
tems (of which the Production Cell[5] is a mem-
ber).

A unit resolution propositional theorem prover.
Mainly, this was an experiment to test the ca-
pabilities of the control paradiegn supported in
HATS.

MarteI1-Mont annari;s unification algorithm for a
set of equations.

A translator from arbitrary first order expressions
into disjunctive normal form. This ~xample re-
quired variable renaming and scope expansion of
quantified variables.

Later this year, HATS will be used to

Implement a C to SPARC compiler.

Explore the feasibility of creating a
transformation-based class loader that will
generate an executable ROM image from a Java
class file hierarchy, performing the symbolic
resolution of the constant pool entries, link
editing, and loading of each class file in the
hierarchy. The input to the class loader will
include the name of the “maid’ class, 1/0
specifications, run-time support specifications,
and hardware specifications (processor version,
memory sizes, etc.). The class loader output will
be a ROM image in
PROM programmers
and wiIl support the
Secure Processor.

a format compatible with
[e.g., Motorola S Records)
ar;l&ecture of the Sandia

The Specification of BART

BART is a heavily used train system that provides
commuter rail service in the San Francisco Bay Area.

.

Trains in this system must satisfy the following con-
straints, which are stated here i.rdormalIy. For a more
formal discussion of these constraints see [3].

●

●

●

●

A train should never get” so close to its leading
train (i.e., the train in front of it) that an abrupt
stop of the leading train results in a collision.

A train should stop at tiack signals when told
(and able) to do so.

A train should not ~xceed the speed limit of the
track segment on which it is traveling.

A train shouId stop at desi=~ated stations.

There are various other objectives that trains
must satisfy. For emrnple, trains should eventually
reach stations (i.e., Iiveness). One would Iike to op-
timize the behavior of trains thereby increasing the
throughput of the system. Trains should also run
smoothly-for the comfort of the passengers, and so
on and so forth. For an in-depth discussion of the
BART case study see [11].

In the context of this paper, a specification is a
description of the controller function capable of satis-
&ing the above constraints. Some of the reasons the
construction of such a specification is challenging are

●

●

●

Trains can take a long time to stop.

Acceleration values must be ramped up over time
(e.g., one cannot simply go to a maximum nega-
tive acceleration).

Limited assumptions can be made regarding the
behavior of a leading train (e.g., ir may derail).

Generally, what distin.tishes an algorithmic spec-
ification from an implementation is that the algorith-
mic specification is written in a domain km=guagehav-
ing data structures and operarors that are not directly
supported in the implementation lane~age. The pur-
pose of a domain language is to provide a suitable
framework for modeling, constraining, and describing
system (e.g., train) behaviors in a natural manner.
While designing au algorithmic specification. the em-
phasis is on ease of expression. elegance, correctness.
scalab@ and adaptability. .ln algorithmic specifica-
tion can often serve the role of a formal documentation
that is expected to be consulted for any modifications
as well as disagreements abou~ how the system should
behave. Even though an algorithmic specification in-
cludes high-level design decisions about allowable imp-
lementations, many low-level decisions are still left

- -w.---~, —-. -- ......



out to implementation designers. The emphasis is
more on what and less on how than in implementa-
tions.

4.1 An Overview of a Domain Lan-

guage

From our experience with BART we have developed
a domain Ianguage based on two fundamental con-
structs: profiles and constraints. A profile describes
a relation between position and speed, where position
can be quantified over a discrete or continuous do-
main. Profiles are used to model trajectories in the
position-speed plane.

The second construct we call a constraint. A con-
straint defines a region with respect to a given profile.
In particular, a constraint can define the area beneath
a profile. Next, a “satisfies constraint” operator, <<,
is defined enabling the specification that a trajectory
satisfy a particular constraim or set of constraints.

In addition, the domain kmO~age provides vectors
as the data structure for modeling reactive systems of
which BART is an instance. Systems are modeled in
terms of a vector of monitored and controlled vari-
ables. For example, the BART system is modeled in
terms of a vector of monitored variables describing
the position and speed of the trains in the system,
and controlled variables describing the acceleration of
each train.

A useful operation on vectors is the projection of
subvectors. In the domain lanagage, projections are
defined in terms of index lisrs. For example, given a
vector v = (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4), the expression v[l, -1] de-
notes the subvector (zl, ZA). An operation that is
useful on vector sequences is the extraction of sub-
vector sequences. Given a vector sequence v~,~ =
< V1,V2, .... v~ >, the expression vse~[]1, 41]denotes the
vector subsequence < VI[1,4], V2[1,4], .... v~[l, 4] >. In
the specification of BART, extraction is useful for ob-
taining profiles.

The behavior (i.e., its state over time) of a train
can be modeled by a profile. This profiIe can also
be used as the basis for deiining a constraint. For
example, with respect to a given object train profile,
to, its leading train profile, tl,defines a constraint that
tomust satisfy.

It is important to mention that the constructs
in the domain language are given a formal opera-
tional definition. Thus specifications are computable,
though the computation sequences they define can be
very inefficient. For a more detailed discussion of this
domain language see[3].

4.2 An Algorithmic Specification of a

Simplified Contro~er for BART

In this section, we give an algorithmic specification of
a controller for a subset of the actual BART system.
The system for which the speci.iication below is written
is a simpliiled version of BART that consists of only
rsvo trains: a lead train, anti an object train. The
specification gives an abstract algorithm describing a
control function for the objet; train. It is assumed
that the lead train, which is ahead of the object train,
is controlled in some suitable mauner (e.g., by another
control function).

In the specification below, h is assumed that the
physical characteristics of both mains (e.g., their abil-
iry to accelerate) is the same. :hus a single model is
used, by the controller of the object train, to predict
rhe behavior of both trains. Tse specification begins
by deiining the set of acceleration values that the con-
trol variable for a train is quamified over. This in-
cludes minimum and ma.ximun acceleration values.
jerk rates, and the resolution of acceleration values
(i.e., the next acceleration ~alue rhat can be realized).
>-ext, successor and predecessxx functions are defined
allowing enumeration of acce!erziion ranges in a man-
ner that is consistent widl dle tin and mzx accelerrt-
tions! jerk rates: and resolu[io~. .lfter this, delta and
gamma functions are defined wiich model how trains
change state with respect to :tie. This is followed
by an abstraction, created for knan readability, that
constructs the set of accelera~ions that are reachable
from a given acceleration \alue e.g., ilom the current
acceleration of a train).

The constraints that the object train must satis~
are defined next. In particular. che object train must
not violate the constraints de-~sd by the stopping pro-
fle of the lead train and the trsck profile. specifically,
an acceleration should not alrer the speed and posi-
tion of the object train in suti a way that it can no
longer brake in time to avoid the lead t~ain or to avoid
exceeding the speed limit of a ~idi see~ent. And fi-
nally, the control function for che object train, when
given the state of the system as input (this allows us
to avoid dealing with 1/0 issues], fist computes the
set of all acceleration values satisfying the constraints
and then selects a desired value from this set (e.:, the
maximum value). Note that for smoothness purposes.
values other than ‘the maximn acceleration may be
selected, provided, of course. rhat the corresponding
selection function is defined in che specification.

Notable aspects of BA.FW
omitted from this specification

that are simplified or
are .
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●

●

The actual model of acceleration. Jn BART,
a change from positive to negative acceleration
(and vice versa) must be preceded by a mode
change. Furthermore, the maximum acceleration
is dependent upon the speed the train is traveling.
Tbia acceleration function can easily be specified
as a large case statement defined on an enumer-
ated set having “mode change” elements at the
appropriate positions.

The position and speed computations have been
simplified in our specification.

Our specification does not consider the impact of
noisy/lossy transmissions (e.g., the object train
gets a garbled acceleration command). In our
specification, noise can be accounted for by prop-
erly defining how it impacts the stopping profiIe
of the object train. The rest of the specification
then remains unchanged.

Given the proper models (defined by domain eY-
perts) the specification below can easily be altered to
allow them to be included. The objective of this re-
search is not to demonstrate our domain knowledge,
but rather addresses the software issues surrounding
how specifications built using specific domain models
can be transformed into efficient high integrity imple-
mentations.

The specification of BART given below is with
respect to the folIowing system modek

●

●

●

●

The system state is deii.ned in terms of a vec-
tor of monitored and controlled variables. For
more on this see [3]. In this example, the
state of the system can be modeled by s =

(Pl,sl,pz,sz,t,al,az), where (pi, sl,pz, sz, t) de-
notes the vector of monitored variables and
(al, a2) denotes the vector of controlled variables.

A vector describing the state of a train. Given the
state of the system, s, the state of the object train
is described by the projection s[~l] = s[l, 2, 6] =
(pI, Sl, al), and the lead train is described by the
projection s[j2] = s[3, 4, 7] = (pz, sz, az).

A vector describing the profile elements of a trace
(i.e., its position and speed variables). Given the
state of the system, s, the track profile is de-
scribed by the projection s[~3] = s[5] = (t)

A collection of functions capable of enumerating
the set of acceleration values according to the
physical Limitations of the system.

~1 =mmitoredvariatdes

ml =contro[ledvariabie;

systemstate=

P’& PlQ
‘El

object train= (p I,sl,al)

I (@,s2,a2)l=1eadtrain

Relationship of Various Vectors to the System State
Vector

trainsmte= I (x@) I

- Y’i!iiqi-pro
El IC

.-
(p) = position “ —

(d = acceleration

n(s) =speed

Relationship of Various Vectors to the Train State
Vector .

(* *)
const MIN-A = ‘1O;
const MAXA = 10;
const MIN_NEGJ3NUMERATI()\- = 1;
const MAX.NEG-JER,KR.ATE . 4;

const MMCPOS-JERKR.ATE = 6;

const MAX-NT = 10000; ~

(* *)
debe maxsucc-a = (lambda a.

rnin(a + M.AX_POS-JER.K-FL-lTE,M.XX_A ) );



define max.preda = (lambda a.

max(a - MAX_NEG_JERKRATE,MIN-A ) );
deiine min-pred-a = (lambda a.

a - MIKNEGJ3NUMER.ATION );

(* *)
definedelta-tstep = (lambda ~,s,a]. ~+s,max(s+a,o),a]);
de6ne gamma&step= (lambda [p,s,a],new-a.[p,s,new-a]);
conat EMPTY = 0;

(* *)
define acceleration~ange = (lambda a.

let
defie start = maxsucc-a(a);
define finish = ma~pred-a(a)

in
listmu(start,

min-pred-a,
(lambda a. (min-pred(a) < finish)))

end

);

(* *)
detine constraints = (lambda object-train.profile,

iead-train-profile,
track-profile.

(
object-train-profile
<<
[ lead-train-proille, track-profile ]

)
);

(* *)
define react =
(lambda object-train,range-a,leacl-train,trackprofile.

let
define get-object-train-profile = (lambda OB,a.

(
OB::stop-profile(delta-tstep(gamma&step(OB ,a)))

)0 profle 0
);
define lead-train-profile =

stop-profile(leadtrain)[l profile 1]

in

select( [ range_a :

(lambda a.

constraints

get-object-train-proiile(object-train,a)

lead-train-profile,
trackprofile

)

)

1

)
end

);

(* *)
deilne controller =
(lambda systemstate.

let

define object-train_state = system-state[fl];

define lead-trainstate = system_state[f2];
define track_proiile = systemstate[f3]

in

react (object-trainstat e,

acceleration-range(object-trainState[g3]),

lead-train~tate,
track_pro61e)

end
i .

In [3], we argue that the specification for the sim-
plified version of BART given above can be easily ex-
tended to the complete version of B.\RT. In BART,
signals and stations can be easily modeled in terms of
profile-based constraints. The presence of these con-
straints slightly change the system state model (i.e.,
rhe vector of monitored and controlled variables) and
change the constraints equation ftom:

(
object_trai~profde
<<
[ leaLtrain_projile:

)

to

(
object-trainpro file

~la~train-projile,

)

i%ackprvjile ] “

trackprojile, signals. stations ]

Additionally, specifications for multi-train sys-
tems simpIy extend the above eqxessiona so that each



train (except for the very first train) plays the role of
the object train with respect to the train immediately
in front of it (i.e., its lead train).

Due to the ease in which a specification can be
extended to handle additional trains and constraints,
the specification given in this paper is a reasonable
representative of the type of train controllers required
in BART.

5 Transforming the Bart Speci-

fication

Having been given an algorithmic specification, SO,
we are now in a position to consider constructing an
implementation, Sn, in such a manner that high assur-
ance can be provided that the implementation is cor-
rect with respect to the specification. More formally
stated, we require high assurance that the relationship
So q S. holds.

In this paper, we describe how S. can be obtained
from So via a sequence of refinements or correctness
preserving transformational steps. In a refinement-
based approach, the specification is passed through a
number of intermediate steps on its way to becoming
an implementation. Thus software development can
be abstractly characterized as the creation of the fol-
lowing sequence:

where Si+l is obtained from Si through a transforma-
tional step, and Sn is a program that can either be
directly executed on a computer (e.g., assembly code)
or belongs to a programming lanOwage for which a
compiler exists. We target ML as our implementation
language. The reason for choosing ML is because of
its syntactic similarity to our domain language.

Since the domain language has an operational se-
mantics, one way of implementing So is to simply re-
alize (i.e., implement) the operational semantics in a
programming language (in our case, ML). If thisis
all that is done, then one has for all practical pur-
poses created a domain library, and the transforma-
tion horn specification to implementation amounts to
little more than “syntactic sugar”. Syntactic sugar
issues can become interesting as the domain and im-
plementation Ianguages’ diverge. For axample, trans-
forming a functional program to an imperative pro-
gram can be quite challenging. A compiler is another ~
classic example of the challenges that are faced in this
type of transformation[9].

However, due to the flexibility of many of today’s
languages in dealing with syntactic issues (e.g., user
defied in.i3xoperators, enumerated types, etc.), it is
not very interesting to simply define (1) the syntax
of a “domain language”, (2) its operational semantics:
and (3) a transformation ‘sequence from the domain
language to some “similar” implementation language.
If this approach is taken, then strong ar~ents can
be made to simply define a suitable library and data
structures directly in the implementation language it-
self, thereby eliminating the need for transforxhation
altogether.

We believe that a key objective of transformation
is optimization, in partictikw: problem dependent
optimization. If this view is adopted, then the purpose
of the specification phase of softsvare development is to
clearly describe a solution to a problem, and the pur-
pose of the implementation phase is to apply domain
and computational knowledge arising from axioms and
theorems in order to optimize the abstract algorithm
described by the specification. In this contaxt, syntac-
tic issues are considered somewhat incidental.

Another ar.-ent againsr the domain library ap-
proach is that it. is often the case that operators and
constructs that are well suited to clearly describing an
abstract algorithm do not yie!d efficienc implementa-
tions. Thus while it might be possible to directly im-
plement a specification in terms of a domain library.
the resulting code may be very inefficient. Here the
term “inefficient” can mean many things. At one ex-
treme: an implementation that. is inefficient is an ir-
ritation. At the other extreme the inefficiency is so
severe that the computation is. for .W practical pur-
poses: not viable (e.g., it may take hours or years to
compute a answer). In addition, efficiency becomes
much more of an issue in the presence of real-time
constraints. In such cases, e~en the delay of a second
(or less) can be unacceptable.

Reactive systems having real-time constraints are
classic examples of systems in which the efficiency of
an implementation is often crucial. BART is ~anex-
ample of such a system. In B.ART, trains should be
given acceleration commands at half second intervals.
Furthermore, if a’ train does not receive an acceler-
ation command within four such intenals (e.g., two
seconds), it will go into emergency braking mode.

For these reasons, concentrating on optimizing
BART specifications is necessary. The specification
for BART, given in Section 4.2, is transformed in sev-
eral stages, of which the optimization stage is of gTeat-
est importance. In the first stage, the semantics of the
foundational operators condmin, mu, li.kmu, and list



are made explicit in the specification. These operators
form a computational foundation upon which domain
language operators are defined.

Then operators and data structures relating to
profiles, constraints, and system models (e.g., vectors)
are added. At this point we essentially have an ab-
stract domain library whose functions are used in the
specification.

In the next stage, domain knowledge and problem
specific optimization are applied. This knowledge is
in the form of slightly altered versions of functions
(such as the constrain function) that take advantage
of the specific problem described in the specification.
These problem specific optimized functions are created
by trzinsforming the algorithms that define the origi-
nal fnnctions. Examples of these optimization are
given in Section 6. The specification is then optimized
\-istransformations incorporating these optimizationa
where ever possible.

In the following stage, transformations describing
datatype translations are applied. These transforma-
tions are responsible for shifting the data types used
in the specification into representations supported by
31L. And finally, in the last stage, transformations are
applied that perform the syntactic changes needed to
produce an ML implementation.

The figure below graphically depicts the transfor-
mation stages that were used to derive an implemen-
tation from the specification of BART given in this
paper.
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5.1 Optimization

Abstractly speaking, a computation sequence is dis-
tinguished by the set of operators and constants it

contains as well as the order in which operations are
applied to constants.

Computation sequences can be viewed as func-
tions. Let Csl and CS2 denote two computation se-
quences taking input from a domain D. We say Csl
is refined by C.S2if VZ c D : C.S1(Z)~ cs2(z). When
discussing refinement bebveen computation sequences
we often drop the argument list and simply write
Csl ~ CS2.

In is important to note that the number and types
of operations and constants may vary greatly among
computation sequences. Let ~ denote an abstract
function that calculates the time it takes a compu-
tation sequence to complete on a given input. For a
given input Z, Csz(z) is an optimization of C.S1(z) iff
CSl ~ CSZA ~(C~Z(Z)) < ~(Csl (Z)).

In most cases, real-time im”ormation concerning
the time it takes to ayecute computation sequences
is sketchy. For this reason, ~. is usually an informal
calculation that is bssed on the judgement and exp~
rience of the person writing the optimization.

5.2 An Optimization’ IZxarnple

In the domain lana~age, there is a set filter (or con-
strain) operation that is denoted by the colon symbol
(which we refer to as constrain). Let S denote an

enumerated set and let P denore a predicate on the
elements of S, then the repression [S: P] denotes the
subset of S whose elements satis& T.

Consider the following operational semantics of
the constrain (i.e., “colon” ) operato~

[S: P]=
ifS=O
then U
else if ‘P(first(S))

then {P(first(S)) } J [rest(s) : P]
else [rest(S):. ?] .

Now consider the expessiou [S : ‘P] # 0. If the
constrain operator is simply treated as a library func-
tion then [S : 7] will have to be ew-dusted first followed
by a comparison pith the empry set. This ewduation
sequence can be ineilicient when S is large. However,
a new function, constraimempry, can be created by
distributing the comparison mirh the empty set over
the operational definition of constrain. This results in
the followin~

constrain-empty (S,’P) =

ifs=o



.

then 0 # 0
else

if P(first(s))
then ({p(first(S))} U constrain.empty(S,’P) )# @
else constrAempty(rest(S,T)

Using the following facts

. (0 # 0) = false

● ~~PJfist(~)) } U constrti-emptY(S,P) ) # 0) =

allows the definition of constraimempty to be further
simplified to:

constrain-empty (S,’P) =

ifS=O
then false
else if P(first(S))
then true
else constrain-empty(rest(S,P)

Thus enabling the context-dependent
tion of the constrain operator as follows:

[s: P]#O
~
constrain-empty(S,T)

6 Some Optirnizations

o’ptimiza-

In this section we present various refinements of the
domain language functions.

The refinement below, distributes the generation
of an enumerated set over the constrain operation.
The efficiency obtained here is minimal and involves
savings obtained from not having to use the operations
first and rest. Nevertheless, this refinement forms the
basis for refiniig expressions like:

constrain(list(z, succ, n), P) # 0

Note that this expression can be optimized by dis-
tributing “# (?Y’into the body of constrain, in effect
short circuiting the computation when P(z) is true.

Theorem 1 The generation of a set by list(x,succ,n)
can be distributed over the operational de$nition of
constrain.

Let S = Iist(x,succ,n).
constrain( S, P) =

if S=0
then S

else if P(first(S))

then {first(S)} U constrain( rest(S), P)

else constrain( rest(S), P)
g

constrain( x,succ,n , P) =

ifn=O

then 0

else if P(x)

then {x} U constrain( list(succ(x),succ, n-l),P)

else constrain( list (succ(x) ,succ,n-1) ,P)

The specification we are ghen computes the set
of all acceleration values that satisfy the given con-
straints (e.g., the lead train and the track), and

only then seiects an acceleration value from this set.
Rather than checking each possible acceleration in-
dependently, the set of accelerations can be obtained
more efficiently simply finding rhe largest acceleration,
al, satis&ing the constraints and then including al
and all accelerations, az such that az < al. Infor-
mally the arewent is that ‘:slower is safer:;. Formally,
one is required to prove that the system constrains are
monotonic with respect to the acceleration of the ob-
ject train.

The theorem below considers the stopping profile
produced after accelerating: to al, the current object
train state, OT. If this proiile satisfies the constraint
defined by the lead train profile. then all accelerations,
az < al, will also satis& this constraint.

Theorem 2 The lead train projlle constraint is
monotonic m“threspect to the acceleration of the object
train.

V al, V lead-train-profile

(OT:: stop-proiile(At(~t(OT,al))))[i profile 1]

<
lead-train-proiile

~

Va2:a2 <al+
(OT: stop-profile(At(Tt(OT,a~ ))))[l profile 1]

<<
Iead-traimprotlle

This theorem, is similar to the previous theorem.

Theorem 3 The track profile constraint i-smonotonic
m“th respect to the acceleration of the object train.



. ..

V al, V track-profile:

(oT:: stop.profile(At(Vt(OT,al))))[l pro~e II
<<
trackprofile)

:az <al+

(OT:: stop-profHe(At(qt(OT,a2))))[l profle 1]
<<
trackprofile)

Corollary 4 The acceleration of the object train is
monotonic with Tespect to the system conskaints.

The theorem below describes how a specific in-
stance of the constrain set operator, “:”, can be refied
by the function constrain-monotonic.

Theorem 5 A constrained set expression can be re-

fined as follows:

[ Iist(a,pred,laccelerationl):
(lambda a.

(OT:: stop-profile(At~/t(OT.a) )))[l profile 1]

[tad-train-profile, trackproiilej

1)
q
constrainmonotonic(

list(a,pred,laccelerationl ),

(lambda a.

(OT:: stop-profile[At(~t( OT,a))))[J profile 1]

[~ad-train-profile, track-proille]

)

)
where

constrainmonotonic( list(x,f,n), P) =

ifn=O
then Iist(x,f,n)
else if P(x)

then list(x,f,n)
else constrainmonotonic(f(x) ,f,n-l),P)

The following lemma and theorem take advantage
of the fact that tuples in BART proiiles are monotonic
with respect to their position element. This allows us
to more quicldy determine that a profile satisfies a con-
straint. Informally, we don’t need to check positions
that fall outside of the range of the stopping profile of
the object train.

.

Lemma 6 P70files (in BART) are monotonic with 7e-
spect to position.

VA,i : A[i][l] < A[i + 1][1] -

Theorem 7 Some constrain expressions can be opti-
mized.

Let P =

(A-j. objectl.rainfi] [gl] ~ trackprofde(jj[gl]

A
trackprofilefi] [gl] ~ object~train~+l] [gl]

A

object-trainfi] [g2] ~ tra&profile!j][g2]

)

constrainspecial(x:succ,n,P,Q)

where

constrain~pecial =
(lambda x,succ,n.P.

if n=O
then @
else if P(x)

then {x}U constrainspecial(succ(x) .succ.n-l,P,Q)

else if Q(x)
then @

else constrainspecial(succ(x) .succ.n-l.P.Q)

-s-here

Q = (A-j. object-train[i+ l][gl] < track-protiefij[ gl])

7 Execution Results

In this section we compare the running times of Sk .
~ith S’n. S; is an implementation that was obtained
from So by directly transforming the constructs of the
domain language into ML. The program S~ is a rep-
resentative of the kind of implementation that could
be obtained if an ML library of the domain is created
and the resulting prograin is not furrher optimized
by manipulating the source code in the library. In
contrast, the program Sn was obtained from So by
using transformations to optimize the computations
defining the domain constructs. These optimizations
were performed in the context of So, which means that
the optimizatione are problem specific. The optimized
program was then transformed into ML yielding S,,.
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We developed, by hand, a simulator that wouId
allow us to run an object train controller (e.g., S~ or
S.). In this simulator, the train system is defied. For
a two train system, this includes the position, speed,
and acceleration for both the object train and the lead
train, as well as the configuration of the track (e.g., the
length of various track segments, the speed limits as-
sociated with each track segment and how many track
segnents the track consists of). The lead train is con-
trolled by the simulator and must obey the speed limit
of the track segment on which it is traveling. Other
than that, it may slow down, even stop, or speed up in
any manner it wishes (i.e., as determined by a random
number generator) subject to acceleration limitations
imposed by the model.

The columns of the table below are to be read as
follows: The first column indicates how many simula-
tion steps were performed. ‘The second column indi-
cates how many track seagmentsmade up the system
state. The third column describes the platform on
which S; and Sn were run, and the last two columns
give the running times of S: and S~ in seconds. One
thing we would like to point out is that the running
times include the overhead associated with the simula-
tor program. Clearly, this overhead: which is constant
between Sk and S., has a much more significant im-
pact on S. than it does on S~: making the difference
of the actual running time beween S; and S~ even
~greater.

Sire. Track Platform s; L%
Steps Seg. time time

I II I in sec I in sec I
I 10 i 100 i PI1400/25631B i 3.93s i 0.344

100 ] 100 PI1400j2563fB i 40.m [ 4.578
~oo I 100 PI1400/256MB I 64.719 I 8.078

I . . . I . . . I . . . I ... I . . . I

500 100 PI1400/256X1B 154.203 16.906

I10
I I I
I 300 I PI1400/256MB i 24.84 I 0.734 I

100 300 PI1400/256MB ‘ 252.41 8.5
~oo 300 PI1400/256MB 401.375 14.312
... ... ... ..., , !

500 I 300 I PI1400/256MB [ 963.782 I 37.953

Below is a graphical representation of the results
from our timing experiment.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we ar.ned that rewrite-based transfor-
mation is a technique that can be used in the devel-
opment of high integrity sofmare. Ilk then demon-
strated how transformations could be used to derive
an efficient implementation. .S~.given a suiIable spec-
ification. SO.

“Future work includes exploration of targeting
ocher implementation Ianowages such as C++. as well
as im-estimationof the issues surrounding transforming
wore complex specifications ie.g.. specifications con-
taining complex models for de:errnining speed and ac-
celerations, etc.).
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